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Pecan hardwoods anchor the main and 
second levels, contributing contrast 
to spray-lacquered, flat panel cabinetry  
accented with a full-height Caesar-
stone backsplash and countertops. A 
solid walnut, butcher-block island top  
extends beauty with dual-sided, water-
fall-edge flows. Toe-kick lighting illumi-
nates millwork and provides drama, while 
above, slot lighting defines the contours 
of  this award-winning kitchen. In the  
adjacent dining room, a sliding barn 
door in walnut conceals the wet bar. 

The existing tongue-and-groove 
cedar ceiling was stained to match 
walnut millwork in the great room, 
where study areas can be glimpsed 
above. Stacked Alaskan White ledge-
stone on the fireplace hosts a floating  
concrete hearth. A sliding walnut barn 
door separates great room comforts 
from the laundry/mud room. 

lending imagination with architectural finesse, 
Dependable Renovations ensures that each home they 
build is a reflection of  their customer. Exhibiting 
a compelling array of  rich contrasts, clean lines, 
and strong wood features that remain ingrained in 
a well-crafted composition, comprehensive styling 
captures a talented renovation from good bones, 
delivering an award-winning collaborative effort.
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Call Moya for custom pattern designs and 
product wholesale opportunities.

moyamaxted@gmail.com

Designed in Calgary with quality materials.
Available at Think Stunning, Marketmall, in Calgary.  

Also at By the C, Medicine Hat.

Arguably, choosing whom to trust with your renovation 
or new home construction is a big decision. Ask Barry or 
Lisa Johnson of  Dependable Renovations and they will tell 
you that you would want someone who will look after 
your home as if  it were their own, and listen and guide 
you through the design, product selection, and construction 
processes. “Finding that someone whom you can rely on 
with absolute confidence to do the job right is what we all 
hope for, and it is what Dependable Renovations delivers,” 
affirms President Barry Johnson. 
 
A family-operated business, they combine a wealth of  
knowledge in both new home construction and renovations 
with a level of  care and attention to detail that comes with 
dealing with business owners. This dynamic husband-and-
wife-team shares a strong building background with both 
working many years for an established builder and an  
up-scale renovator prior to launching Dependable  
Renovations in 2006. 
 
“We decided to go out on our own because we had some 
very ‘out of  the box’ ideas and wanted to do things  
differently,” share the Johnsons. “It was a big step. We asked  
ourselves what we would want in a renovator. The answer 
was dependability.” Dedicated to providing top quality 
workmanship and service with full transparency and open  
communication, Dependable Renovations was born from an  
insider wish list of  what should, and ultimately, could be. 
 

Supported by their team of  long lasting, highly skilled, and  
respected trade partners whose standards mirror their 
own, they deliver exemplary results on time and on budget. “Our 
attention to post-completion service gives you the peace 
of  mind of  knowing that every facet of  your home will be  
handled with care, even years down the road,” states Barry. 
“We work really hard to earn the confidence of  our clients 
and take care of  them long after the project is complete.” 
 
Showcasing clean lines and strong wood features, this award- 
winning renovation in Edgemont hosts updated styling and 
function. Built in the ‘80s, this two-storey home was very 
compartmentalized with several enclosed living spaces on the 
main floor. “We liked our area and our lot immensely and 
knew what we needed to change and update in the house to 
accommodate our current lifestyle,” share the homeowners. 
 
Desiring a more modern aesthetic that would exude warmth 
and comfort with enhanced form and functionality, the  
clients recall, “Dependable Renovations had just completed  
another home in our neighborhood and had an open house 
that Lisa and Barry were attending. Similar in generation, it 
also shared some consistencies with our own home and the 
quality of  that presentation won us over.” 
 
Understanding that their clients liked to entertain, Dependable 
Renovations wanted to accommodate the owners’ desire to 
open the space up from many different areas so that it all could 
be connected. Multiple interior walls were removed on the 
main floor, many of  them loadbearing. “We put in steel ceiling  
beams to take the point loads and house the mechanical,  
and then we clad those beams in walnut, which crafted a beau-
tiful feature in the home,” describes Lisa Johnson. 
 
With two teenagers in tow, a dual study space was created in 
the loft with a home office for dad. “From a functional stand-
point, the key element was to make the home work better 
for us,” notes the homeowner. “The design and attention to  
detail came together so well. We have now been here two 
years with no regrets.” 
 
In keeping with updated home efficiency, they enhanced the 
insulation in the walls and attic and also replaced existing 
glazing with triple pane, low-e, argon filled windows. “The 
client is also a lighting engineer who applied programmable 
Lutron lighting throughout the home, including fully recessed 
LED slot lighting for a wide array of  moods and individual 
room settings,” adds Barry.  
 
“We worked closely with the client on the design and brought 
in our own design team,” share the Johnsons who offer a full 
boutique experience with one-stop ease. “They wanted a home 
that was very calming, much like a retreat, which is why we used 
warm woods and clean-lined millwork. It’s warm and tranquil.” 
 

Providing ample space for 
the entire family, multiple  
stations facilitate work, 
play and study, embracing  
updated home function 
with consistent features. 
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Office: 403.245.1643   |   timelesscabinets.ca  |      timelesscustomcabinetry
  Todd: 403.815.9679   todd@timelesscabinets.ca | Dwight: 403.901.7393   dwight@timelesscabinets.ca

We are a small custom shop that does anything from kitchens, vanities and entertainment units,  
to heirloom pieces. We specialize in solid wood tops for countertops, bars and islands.

“If  you dream it, we can build it”“If  you dream it, we can build it”

National Award Winning Design and Custom Home Renovations

Call today to experience the Dependable difference. 403.702.2440  |  sales@dependablerenos.ca  | dependablerenovations.com 

A special thanks to the following suppliers:

Timeless Cabinetry 
Wood Beam Company 

Lutron Systems 
Robinson Lighting & Bath 

Laporte Surfaces 
Lux Windows 

Tile & Stone Source 
Classic Fireplace 
Vista Decorating 

Liteline
Cerno Group

“For this home we won Best Kitchen under $100,000 and Best Renovation with-
out Addition at the Calgary BILD Awards,” shares Lisa Johnson, adding that 
they also won Best Kitchen overall in both the Alberta Provincial and Canadian  
National BILD Awards. “To be recognized for a national award-winning project is very  
exciting and showcases the standard of  excellence we’ve set for our company.” 
 
“It only took seven  months to complete and Dependable Renovations went that extra 
mile and accomplished a lot in that time, meeting our move-in date with no hassles 
or delays,” shares the client, adding that it was a very fluid and collaborative build.  
“Having been in the house for so long we had many of  our own ideas and I was  
extremely hands-on during the build. During the recent pandemic, the newly  
functional office areas greatly facilitated work from home. We feel very satisfied. 
It’s a perfect range of  comfort and function. The aesthetics and style we achieved 
appears very integrated with nothing out of   place.” 
 
“We had a celebration party for the project turnover,” recall the Johnsons. 
“Completing a project is always a lot of  fun because we make such a connection 
with our clients during the process that it just feels like a house party with friends 
when we’re done—and always in a beautiful home! Our favourite part was the 
extensive walnut features; the texture and grain are amazing and truly what makes 
this an exceptional home. We’re so honoured to have been able to partner with our 
clients and suppliers on this amazing project.”

Caesarstone clads the island, providing keen 
contrast to the lighter coloured Caesarstone 
perimeter counter in the laundry room 
where consistent flat-panel cabinetry is  
anchored by complementary porcelain tile. 

Showcasing comprehensive style, the powder 
room reveals a floating Caesarstone-clad 
vanity backed by stacked ledge stone amidst  
satin nickel faucets. Slot lighting grazing the 
ledge stone wall, provides beautifully even,  
reflected light throughout the space.


